ARGENTINA!!
“Welcome back! How was Argentina?” I’ve heard this countless times
since I returned, but it’s impossible to answer within the amount of time
most people want to listen. Which is understandable, but it’s nice to find
those few people who want to hear the true answer. So get comfortable.
I’ve traveled a decent amount, and I have never felt nervous about going
to a new place, until this trip. I started feeling this way a couple days
before my departure, and it caught me completely off guard. I’ve been
to South America before, I speak pretty good Spanish, why am I
nervous? What if the people, who said I was crazy for doing this, were
right? I think I felt this way because it was my first solo trip, and I was
unsure how many other backpackers would be crazy enough to travel to
Patagonia as winter was coming, but this feeling quickly changed into
excitement and eagerness.
My first destination was Puerto
Natales, Chile, home of Torres del
Paine National Park. My hostel was
full of other travelers, and I quickly
Globie ready to go on a grand
realized everything was going to be
adventure!
fine. With my two days there, I did
the infamous peaks hike and a broader tour of the park highlights
via bus. The scenery was absolutely stunning. These were the first of
many days I felt like I was living in a dream. From there, I went to El
Calafate, Argentina to see Perito Moreno Glacier. I had never seen a
glacier, and this
one did not
disappoint. It is
one of the few
glaciers in the
world that is
The iconic towers of Torres del Paine
maintaining its
National Park
size, and there
were boardwalks all around the park to see it from
different angles. I also decided to splurge and get a
boat tour around the glacier, thanks to the grant.
This allowed me to get closer and see its enormity
from the perspective of the water.
Perito Moreno glacier in El Calafate
Something a lot of people don’t realize is how easy it is to meet people while you’re traveling, but a lot
of those are short term friendships before moving on to another destination. One of my favorite parts
about this trip was that a lot of people were following the same path, so we got to keep in touch longer.
This was particularly true in Patagonia since everybody was going north. Because of this, I ended up
hanging out with a lot of the same people for the first two weeks of my trip.

From El Calafate, I moved to El Chaltén, which I’ve
decided was my favorite town. Since it was off
season, most of the shops and restaurants were
closed, but that’s not why I wanted to go there. El
Chaltén is known as the trekking capital of Argentina,
and it lived up to its reputation. It was full of hikes
that started right from town, and I stayed there for 6
days. Our group did a new hike almost every day,
whether there was sun, wind, or snow. Hike by day
and drink wine by night was the motto (good wine
there is $2 a bottle so why not?). Again, every day I
felt like I was living in a dream.
The panoramic view from the Lomo del Pliegue hike in El
Chaltén

The only thing I regret about this trip is booking
domestic flights in advance. I was supposed to bus
back to Chile and fly north, but doing that would have taken longer
than the bus directly north to El Bolsón. So I skipped my flight and
took the 22-hour bus ride with my Australian friend. There is
absolutely nothing for most of the way between the two towns, but it
wasn’t as bad as it sounds.
After a long ride, we arrived in El Bolsón. This is a little town known
for its hippie vibes and hiking. We stayed at an eco hostel and spent a
day hiking through the green, mountainous terrain. Our next stop
was Bariloche, and since it was only a two hour drive north, my friend
decided that we should hitchhike. I had heard many locals say that
hitchhiking was pretty common in Patagonia, so I agreed to give it a
try. After waiting about an hour, a hippie van stopped to pick us up.
They were a couple from Chile driving through Argentina and living
out of their van. We proceeded to Bariloche, where we met up with
our other friends from the past
The hippie van that picked us up on the
week. There is a lot to do in
way to Bariloche
Bariloche, but I only spent one
night there because the next day I was off to my first Workaway*.
Saying goodbye to my Patagonia friends was hard, but I knew there
were exciting things to come.

Snow at the coffee shop in Villa Meliquina

I took a bus down the incredible seven lakes route, and I could not
believe the stunning fall mountain scenery. Patagonia was a pretty
great place to see my first true fall colors; it’s not quite the same in
Texas. The family I worked with was in Villa Meliquina, a small
town about 10 miles off the main highway in the mountains. They
were building a new coffee shop, so I did a lot of painting and tiling
for the two weeks I was there. I stayed busy working, exploring the
town, spending time with the family’s two kids, and hanging out
with the two other volunteers there. I didn’t expect there to be
other volunteers, but they were super fun and helped me with my
Spanish a lot. The family was very nice and always made me feel
welcome; they even gave us homemade bread and pastries! On my

weekend off, I went to San Martin de los Andes, which I
thought was a little hidden gem. It’s not a backpacker
hot spot, but it has more incredible scenery, tons of
chocolate shops, and a fun mountain town vibe. After
working for two weeks, I hitchhiked back to Bariloche to
spend a few days there. I originally planned on staying in
Meliquina for three weeks, but I started to get tired of
the cold weather since I am a weak Texan, so I decided
to start traveling north. I got to do more my second time
in Bariloche, which of course included more hiking and
chocolate tasting, since it is the chocolate capital of
Argentina.

Globie enjoying the views Nahuel Huapi National Park

has to offer
After Bariloche I took a 17-hour bus north to my second
Workaway in San Rafael, which is in the heart of the wine region. I really wanted to work at a winery,
but since it was off season, it didn’t work out. Instead, I found a family who ran a small hotel/rental
property near the wineries. Ironically, there wasn’t
much to do there either because of off season, so I
really didn’t work that much. It was just a woman
and her daughter, and they were very welcoming
and friendly. I did a few random projects around the
house, but I mostly just hung out, helped with
cooking, and practiced my Spanish, which was a
pretty awesome deal for me. During my spare time
in San Rafael, I took a day trip to Cañón del Atuel,
and went to a few local wineries, which included
free tours and tastings.

From San Rafael, I took the short bus ride up to
Mendoza, a more touristy part of the wine region.
The frozen lake at the top of the Refugio Frey hike in
My original plans were to spend six days here and
Bariloche
four days in Salta, a city in northwestern Argentina.
If you look at my original application, Salta wasn’t even on my list of
places to go. However, I added it after I received the grant because I
heard the scenery and culture there were unique and underrated.
Then as I was riding the bus into Mendoza, I changed my mind
again. There were many wineries to visit, but I had already done a
lot of that the past two weeks. I had also heard amazing things
about road tripping through northwestern Argentina from my
Patagonia friends, so I wanted to spend more time there. In the end,
I decided to change the date of my flight to Salta. I ended up having
three days in Mendoza and eight days in the Salta/Jujuy region, and
in hindsight I could not have made a better decision. In Mendoza, I
explored the parks around the city, went hiking with some friends
near Lake Potrerillos, and biked to some wineries in the Maipu
neighborhood. One of the people I met in my hostel actually had the
same flight to Salta, so we got the same hostel there and found two
Enjoying a glass of wine at a winery in
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I didn’t even know their names when I asked if they
wanted to come, which sounds a little sketchy, but
those are just the kind of people you meet in
hostels. A guy from Ireland, a girl from Scotland, a
guy from France, and I began our journey to the
town of Cachi in our Chevy Classic, which we named
Parkinson. I quickly understood why road tripping
was the recommended method of travel here. We
were driving through gorgeous desert scenery on
windy, mountain roads and made many stops for
pictures. We also went to Los Cardones National
Park along the way to do some hiking. We reached
the town of Cachi that night, which didn’t have too
One of our hiking stops along Quebrada de las Conchas
much to do other than sleep. We got up early the
next morning to make the drive to Cafayate: a five-hour trip on mostly unpaved, curvy, mountain roads.
Luckily, the scenery made up for it. Cafayate is the
lesser-known wine region in Argentina, so we visited a
couple of wineries, tried wine ice cream, and explored
the town that afternoon. From there we drove north
to Tilcara, which isn’t too far from Bolivia. The first 50
miles or so of this drive is known as Quebrada de las
Conchas, and it is the prettiest drive I have been on in
my life. We stopped many times along the way to go
on short hikes or take pictures, which unfortunately
don’t do it justice. We spent three nights in Tilcara and
took day trips from there to Purmamarca with the
seven color hill, Salinas Grandes, and Humahuaca with
the fourteen color hill (El Hornocal). I enjoyed staying
A selfie at the salt flats (Salinas Grandes)
in the same place for a while because we got to know
the town of Tilcara pretty well. The culture in the Salta/Jujuy region had more of an Andean influence
than the rest of the country. I noticed differences in the food (locro, humitas, unique empanadas),
accent, clothing, music, and pace of life. This region also had more poverty than the other parts of
Argentina I had visited, but everybody I talked to was grateful and very proud to be from this region.
This road trip was one of my favorite memories
of my trip, and of course it wouldn’t have been
complete without a car breakdown. On our way
back to Tilcara from Humahuaca, Parkinson had
some trouble and left us on the side of the road
for about an hour. Luckily, we broke down right
next to a gas station just outside of Tilcara, so
they had a mechanic and supplies to help us out.
After six days, we made our way back to the city
of Salta.

The awesome road trip crew

The next day, I flew to Puerto Iguazú, where I got
to meet up with one of my friends from
Patagonia. I got to the hostel, and he was so
excited to tell me that there was another guy

from Dallas there, and we soon found out that he
actually used to teach at my high school. This
blew both of our minds considering that my
school is pretty small. I spent two days at the
waterfalls, one on the Brazilian side and one on
the Argentinian side. I know I keep saying
everything was incredible or beautiful or unreal,
but that’s because it was, and the falls were no
exception. It was so different from the mountain
landscapes of Patagonia or the desert in the
northwest, and unlike anything I had experienced
before. The Brazilian side gave a better overview
of the falls until the end of the trail where you
were immersed in a splash zone from several
falls. The Argentinian side had a closer
Splash zone on the Brazilian side complete with a double rainbow
perspective from above, with the incredible view
of Garganta del Diablo (Devil’s Throat) at one end
of the trail. Being a world heritage site, I was afraid the falls would be overrated, but they were not. It
blew my mind to think that there is so much water flowing there 24/7, every day of the year. I still can’t
comprehend it.
From Puerto Iguazú I flew to Buenos Aires, my last stop in
Argentina. My first day, I went on a walking tour of the Retiro and
Recoleta neighborhoods. This isn’t something I would normally do,
but I’m glad I did because I got to hear more about Argentina’s
political and economic history. I also spent time exploring the San
Telmo market, along with the neighborhoods of Puerto Madero,
Palermo, and La Boca. The San Telmo area is famous for being the
heart of tango culture, so a couple of friends and I went to a show
there one night, and it was super impressive. Of course, I ate a lot of
steak as well; it was always delicious way less expensive than it
would have been in the US. Another highlight of Buenos Aires was
an empanada making class a couple of friends and I attended. I had
eaten many empanadas, but here we got to make them ourselves
and learn
about the
different
The product of our cooking class
types
served around the country. We even got a
recipe so I can make some at home! My last
day in Buenos Aires, I went to a food festival
called Comidas y Sabores. A $5 ticket got me
inside, where I found rows and rows of booths
for all different types of food: cheese, wine,
salami, pastries, beer, nuts, breads, jams, and
olive oil, among other things. The best part
was that everybody was giving out free
samples, and once vendors found out I was
One of the stands at the Comidas y Sabores festival

from Texas they wanted to hear all about me. I probably spent four hours wandering through and
talking to people. It was a great way to spend my last day before catching the first flight of my journey
home that night.
My trip back to Texas is an adventure itself. Three layovers in three different countries over the span of
about 40 hours seemed like a fun time. I could have gotten a more direct flight for about $200 more, but
I liked the idea of having a tour of Latin America on my way home. My first flight was from Buenos Aires
to Santiago, where I spent a couple of hours sleeping
at the airport before catching my next one to Lima. I
had an 8-hour layover there, so I decided to get out
and explore. I love Peruvian food and fruit, so I had an
authentic lunch and some maracuya (passion fruit). I
then walked along the coast where I realized it was
too good of a day to pass up surfing, so I rented a
board and had a blast. About 7 that evening, I had
another flight to Mexico City, where I spent the night.
There, I had fresh mango and amazing, spicy tacos
(Argentinians don’t quite know how to make things
picante). Finally, at noon the next day, I caught my
final flight home to Dallas. I was pretty tired by the
My tacos from heaven in Mexico City
end, but it was so worth it.
Two months, 168 miles hiked, 56 hours on a bus, 21 towns, 4 hitchhiking trips, countless chocolate
samples, pastries, empanadas, steaks, glasses of wine, and I would absolutely do it all over again
tomorrow. There were many days there that I felt like I was in a dream. I am incredibly thankful for the
Globetrotter Grant for helping to make this trip happen. Without it, I would have done fewer tours and
completely missed the Salta/Jujuy region, which was a major highlight. Spending so long in one country
and staying with families for nearly half of my trip allowed me to learn so much. I was able to get off the
typical backpacker route and explore smaller, more authentic towns, which allowed me to experience
local Argentinian life. I got to compare the cultures within Argentina, as well as to what I already knew
about other Latin American countries.
My Spanish improved tremendously,
and I’m excited to continue that growth
with the medical Spanish elective I’m
taking this semester.
I’m always amazed by the incredible
people I meet on trips like these.
Whether it’s families who welcome you
with open arms or people from across
the world you click with instantly, I
always love hearing about people’s
experiences and stories from life. I
found that going on this trip by myself
made me reach out to other people
more, rather than defaulting to my
travel friends from home. I also learned that
offseason travel is the way to go. It did get
cold at times, especially in Patagonia, but

The hiking crew from the Laguna de los Tres hike in El Chaltén, where
the Patagonia company got the inspiration for their logo

Globie enjoying the views on the road just north of Bariloche

going during offseason allowed me to be
flexible and almost never book things in
advance. In my original application, I
talked about the unpredictable
adventures and stories that happen on
trips like this. Giving Spanish lessons on
Patagonia hikes, joking and cooking with
other volunteers, delayed flights because
of strikes, an epic road trip…I could
elaborate about my experiences even
more, but I’ve already taken up 7 pages,
so I won’t go for too much longer. If
you’ve gotten all the way to the end,
congratulations. Hopefully I’ve inspired
you to take a trip to Argentina yourself; I
can’t recommend it enough!

*Workaway is a great way to travel on a budget and be immersed in the local culture! It’s basically a
work exchange. You work with a family or business 4-5 hours five days a week and in return receive free
food and lodging. It’s available to do all over the world, and you can find out more on their website at
workaway.info

